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MEMBRANE TRANSPORT also refers to Sherwood p. 49-69 1) To demonstrate the principles that regulate the transport of materials through cell membranes. 2) Explain the following terms: diffusion, osmosis (hypertensive, hypotonic, isotonic, soluble and solvent), contributed to diffusion and active transport. 3) Understand the osmotic principles and the relationship of osmotic
pressure to hydrostatic pressure. 4) Apply the principles of osmosis to biological systems by observing red blood cells: a. determine haemolysis b. to determine the time of hemolysis. Introduction In order for the cells to survive, they must purchase a source of energy from their surroundings. Cells extract energy through oxidative processes, and at the same time produce waste
that should not accumulate in cells. Materials can get into and out of cells using tools such as: 1) diffusion; 2) Osmosis; 3) contributed to the diffusion; 4) active transport; 5) Phagocytosis; 6) pinocytosis; and 7) filtering. The first three of the above processes use a difference in concentration (concentration gradient) on both sides of the cell membrane to control transport. Diffusion is
defined as the pure random movement of particles from a higher concentration area to a lower concentration area. As long as the temperature is above absolute zero, the molecules will move randomly (i.e. they have kinetic energy) in favor of moving towards the area of lower concentration. Osmos is simply a specialized type of diffusion with two limitations: 1) diffuse particles are
limited to solvent molecules (usually water); and 2) these solvent molecules must pass through a selectively permeable membrane. Despite the fact that osmosis is associated with the movement of solvent, concentration is usually expressed in the amount of dissolved substance (solvent), and not in the amount of dissolved substance (solvent). However, since the two objects
cannot occupy the same space at the same time, as the concentration of the solvent increases, the concentration will decrease. To determine the direction of solvent movement in osmosis, it is necessary to compare two solvent systems. This relative soluble concentration is called tonicity. If both systems have the same solvent concentration, they are isotonic for each other and
will have the same solvent concentration. In contrast, if one system has a higher concentration of solution than the other, one with a large amount of hypertensive solution for another and a system with a lower mortar concentration is hypotonic for a system with a higher concentration of solution. Conversely, the hypertensive solution will have a lower concentration of water, so the
solvent will move the osmosis from hypotonic to hypertensive solution if systems are separated by a membrane. NOTE: Hypertensive and hypotonic are relative terms. The cell placed in clean water is considered hypertensive for the solution or you can tell that the cell is located hypotonic solution. It is wrong to say the decision is hypertensive without referring to the fact that it is
hypertensive. Lightweight (carrier indirectly) diffusion is simply diffusion, in which particles are physically transported through the carrier's membrane (usually a protein). The interaction of the particle with the carrier protein is highly specific, meaning the carrier will only help a particular particle through the membrane and will not communicate with and move other styles. Since there
are a limited number of carrier molecules that transport a particular particle through the cell membrane, the carrier proteins can be saturated with (full) particles waiting to move through the membrane. Thus, unlike regular diffusion, the speed of transportation will increase as the gradient of particle concentration increases only to the point where the presence of the carrier can keep
up with the movement. Eventually the speed of transportation will slow down and reach the plateau. Active transport is similar to lightweight diffusion, except that energy is required. Active transport is used to move particles against the concentration gradient, or from lower concentrations to higher concentrations. Filtering is the movement of particles due to the force applied. For
example, blood pressure can force fluid through capillary walls. Phagocytosis (cell food) is a method used by only a few cell types to internalize large multimolecular particles. This method is mainly used by white blood cells, which play an important role in the body's defense system. Pinocytosis: (cell drinking) is a method by which a small amount of extracellular fluid enters the cell
in small bags like bubbles. This process is performed by most of the body's cells as a way to bring extracellular fluid into the cell, as well as to obtain an additional plasma membrane that was added to the cell surface during exocytosis (Sherwood). In this series of laboratory activities, you will learn about the basic laws that regulate the ability of solvents and solvents (in this case,
water) to move in biological systems. The movement of particles in biological systems is partly dictated by physical laws (transition from higher concentrations to lower concentrations), physical barriers (cell membranes) and physical portals (carrier proteins). We look at simple diffusion, osmosis, and finally observe diffusion and osmosis in a biological context, observing the
behavior of red blood cells that have been placed in two types of solutions of different concentrations. Materials and Methods A. Diffusia. This activity will be performed by Instructor 1. Place 1 ml 0.01 M eosine (non-colloidal) solution in a test tube about 2/3 full 2% agar-agar 2. Place 1 ml 0.01 M of blue dextran 3 in the second tube. will measure the distance (see) of the dyes to
travel daily for one week. The results will be discussed in the lab next week. B. Osmos. See the picture below Soak a piece of cellophane dialysis tube about 20 cm in tap water until it becomes malleable. It is safe to tie a knot at one end of the tube. 2. Fill the dialysis bag with about 2/3 full 1 M of sucrose, which has been painted with methylene blue for easy viewing. 3. Break or
cut the gum. Dip one end of a long capillary tube into a sucrose solution. Securely attach the bag to the tube, wrapping the stretched rubber band around the free end of the bag, where the tube dips into sucrose. Wrap the strip down the bag until the solution is forced to somewhat cm up the tube. Tie the loose ends of the gum. 4. Put the bag in a glass of deionized water and
place the tube with a buretta or similar clamp. Immediately remove the level of liquid. Use this sign to read time 0. 5. Measure the total height of the solution in the tube at intervals of 10 minutes for the remainder of the period or until the liquid flows out of the top of the tube. 6. When the experiment is complete, remove the sucrose/dialysis tube bag and clean the capillary tube by
pulling water through the tube using the vacuum aspiration located in the lab hood. After cleaning, return the capillary tube to the stand at your lab station. C. Cell permeability. 1. Add 2.0 ml (approximately 1 drip) of the following solutions to a number of test tubes: These solutions cover a range of hypotonic to hypertensive solutions in relation to red blood cells. Pipe - NaCl (M)
Tube - Glucose (M) 1 0.05 6 0.05 2 0.08 7 0.08 3 0.15 8 0.15 4 0.30 9 0.30 5 1.00 10 1.00 2. Determine the time it takes for red blood cells for hemolysis when placed at different concentrations of NaCl (pipes 1-5) or glucose (pipes 6-10). Add a drop of mammalian blood to the test tube you are testing. Immedicately after swirling place the test tude in front of the paper and stop
the timing when you can read through the tube to print. They're recording time. This can be demonstrated by your instructor. When you can clearly see the letters through the solutions, hemolysis is complete. 3. Repeat with each tube in turn. If the solution is not clear for about 2 minutes, hemolysis does not occur for this solution (at least with these concentrations). D. Microscope
observation: Slides will be prepared that show red blood cells in isotonic solution and hypertensive solution. Watch the shape of the cells in each solution and be prepared to sketch out and describe their appearance, as well as explain why cells now look the way they do. Go to Membrane Transport write back in the 270 laboratory guide Laboratory #3 - Membrane Transport
Lecture Notes In today's experiments we will study membrane transport processes, focusing on passive transport, in particular, diffusion molecules through different types of matter and through semi-charred membranes Laboratory Guide, Ch 5, Ex 5-1- Diffusion diffusion - motion of molecules/atoms from High density/concentrations in the low density/concentration area all
particles have kinetic energy; they vibrate and move randomly, in what is known as the Brownian movement - as particles move they bump into each other and dissipate, naturally moving in an area of lower concentration until there is eventually pure diffusion - this is known as equilibrium, the diffusion rate can depend on several factors; one of these factors is the state of matter in
which the particle is located - the instructor's revealing questions: diffusion is faster in what type of matter - gas, liquid or solid? What is the state of matter with the highest kinetic energy? What is the greatest space between particles? During the demonstration of the instructor - keep in mind, what is the difference in the timeline (seconds, minutes, hours?) for diffusion in gas vs.
liquid vs. solid? Diffusion also depends on the temperature - the instructor's demonstration - to assume - in what solution will the dye move faster? Why? What solution has great kinetic energy? Diffusion can also depend on the size or molecular weight of a particle - looking at the plate of agarose, you can come up with a hypothesis about which particle has the highest molecular
weight, and which is the lowest, based on the speed of diffusion - was your hypothesis correct? If not, what other characteristics of the molecules could affect their diffusion rate? The rate of diffusion also depends on the steepness of the concentration gradient - what we will observe during the Diffusion osmosis experiment is a passive process - does not require energy; Thus,
particles can only move down their concentration gradienents (from a high concentration area to a low concentration area); diffusion may not occur against the concentration gradient of the diffuse particle In contrast, active transport requires energy in the form of ATP - molecules can be actively transported against their concentration gradients (e.g. Na/K ATPase) Cell membranes
allow diffusion molecules in/out of the cell, but these membranes are selectively permeable - only some substances are allowed through the membrane. Is a particle allowed through depends on its size, charge, polarity and hydrophobic: Small, non-polar molecules such as oxygen, carbon dioxide can spread directly through cell membrane molecules, which are similar in structure
to the cell membrane, can also pass directly through, for example, steroid hormone molecules that are polar (water) or carry a charge (ions) must pass through channels that are selective for specific molecules diffuse through the cell membrane consists of a cell membrane that allows diffusion of molecules depending on the size of only (molecule) (molecule) up to 14,000 daltons
can diffusion through) 2. Lab Guide Ch 5 Ex 5-4 - Dialysis In Dialysis Experiment, you will observe the ability of the dialysis membrane to sort molecules depending on size; You should be able to come up with a hypothesis about which molecules will be able to dissipate from the dialysis tube and which are not - will any of the molecules be found both inside and outside the dialysis
sac? glucose - a small monosaccharide sucrose - disachade - 2 sugar molecules associated with starch and polysacharid - many sugar molecules associated with water - a small, polar, but extraordinary molecule 3. Lab Guide Ch 5 Ex 5-2 - Osmos and volume changes in cells, and Ex 5-3 - Speed osmos Osmos - water diffusion through semi-intentioned membranes The
movement of water through cell membranes can affect cell volume, shape and cell survival. Isotonic solutions - 290-300 mm - 0.9% saline solution - lack of pure diffusion of water hypertensive solutions - 300 mm - pure water diffusion in solution, of the cells Hypotonic solutions - 300 mosm - pure water diffusion from the solution, into the cells In Ex 5-2, you will observe what
happens to rat red blood cells when they are placed in a hypertensive, isotonic or hypotonic solution - you should be able to think about the hypothesis to predict what will happen to the red blood cells in each of these solutions. In Ex 5-3, you will observe how the speed at which water moves through the dialysis membrane depends on the concentration soluble on either side of
the membrane. SHEET PROCEDURE FOR MEMBRANE TRANSPORT LAB A FEW HINTS ABOUT THE FOLLOWING EXPERIMENTS: 1. Setting up experiment 2 first and getting it going - it takes the most and is the most challenging. 2. Divide the work between members of your lab group - at least 2 people must work on Experiment 2. 3. Experiment 3 can be set up and done
last - it only takes about 15 minutes. 4. Don't forget to read all the instructions before you start any of the experiments! Experiment 1: Osmotic changes in red blood cells The movement of water through a translucent membrane is given a special name, osmosis. The movement of water through the cell membrane is of paramount importance to all cells in the body because it can
affect the volume of cells, the shape of cells and, ultimately, cell survival. In this experiment, you will change the speed and direction of movement of water by osmosis using various extracellular solutions. You will observe the effect of these osmotic changes on cell volume and shape. These solutions can be described using terms that describe solution-concentration solutions in
relation to soluble concentrations inside red blood cells: Hypertensive: It has a higher concentration of solution than a cell. will dissipate from the cell and into the solution, causing the cell to shrink (crenation). Hypotonic: it has a lower soluble soluble than the cell. Water will spread from the solution and into the cell, causing the cell to swell and possibly blast (ly) isotonic: It has the
same mortar concentration as the cell. There will be no pure movement of water, and the cell will neither shrink nor swell. Remember that these terms are relative - the solution with 10% solute concentration will be hypertensive to one with 5% solute concentration. However, the 10% solution is hypotonic for the solution with 15% solute concentration.   MATERIALS: Composite
microscope 1-2 microscope slides and cover slips 3 solutions: 0.9% NaCl, distilled water, 10% NaCl solution diluted rat blood 1. Put a drop of diluted rat blood on the slide, add one drop of isotonic saline solution and lower the slip lid on the slide. Watch RBC with a high dry target (43-45X). Make a picture or write a description of the size and shape of the cells in the space
represented on the next page. 2. Place a drop of 10% NaCl on one edge of the slip lid and wick it through (place a piece of Kimwipe on the other edge of the slip cover to draw the solution under the slip lid). Wait a few minutes and then observe the size and shape of the cells. Notice any differences in space on the next page. 3. Place a drop of distilled water on one edge of the slip
lid and wick it through. Notice the size and shape of the cells in a few minutes. 4. Alternative Method: Follow Step 1; Then, get a fresh slide and 2 more lids slips. Put a drop of rat blood on one end of the slide, and add a drop of 10% NaCl to the blood, and put on the lid to slip. At the other end of the slide, place another drop of rat blood, add a drop of distilled water, and a slip lid.
Compare the size and shape of the cells at each end of the slide under a microscope with a high dry target (43-45X). 5. For each of the solutions you applied to red blood cells, describe: 1) What happened to the shape and size of the cells; 2) Was the solution you applied isotonic, hypertensive or hypotonic for cells; 3) Pure direction of water movement (in cells, from cells, there is
no pure movement). 10% NaCl Solution: Distilled Water: 0.9% NaCl: Experiment 2: Osmosis Speed In Experiment 1 you looked at the effect of water movement on cell size and shape. In this experiment, you will study the effect of the concentration gradient on the speed of water through the semi-um membrane (dialysis tubes). You compare the speed of osmosis for 3 different
combinations of solutions: Bag Setup BAG INSIDE BAG IN BEAKER 1 tap water 20% sucrose 2 1% sucrose tap water 3 10% Materials tap water: dialysis bags soaked in water 3 cups, 1 funnel gum solution: 10% sucrose, 20% sucrose, 1% sucrose; Watch NOTE: Follow the procedure for each dialysis bag before completing before starting another - this experiment requires a
sequence of measurement times - don't try to prepare all dialysis bags at once! 1. Take one dialysis bag out of the glass and tie one end (the instructor will demonstrate how to tie the bags to prevent leaks). Fill a bag with 20 ml of tap water using a funnel. Squeeze any air out of the bag, be careful not to use your fingertips (oil on the skin of your fingertips can damage the dialysis
membrane). Tie the opposite end of the bag. 2. Dry the bag thoroughly on paper towels, especially knotty ends. Weigh the bag on balance 3. Put the bag in a labeled 400ml glass, and fill the glass with 20% sucrose to just cover the bag - NOTE TIME. 4. Fill a second dialysis bag with 1% sucrose, tie it, dry it, weigh it, put it in a separate, tagged, 400 ml glass with enough tap water
to cover the bag, and again NOTE TIME. 5. Fill a third bag of dialysis with 10% sucrose, tie it, dry it, weigh it, put it in a separate, labeled 400 ml glass with enough tap water to cover the bag, and once again NOTE TIME. 6. Weigh each bag every 15 minutes for one hour - make sure you dry the bag thoroughly before each weight. Also, make sure the bags remain submerged in
liquid - if necessary, weight them down with a pen or pencil. 7. You can use the chart below to track the weighing time and weight of dialysis bags. 8. On the graph, the weight change of each bag as a time function for each experiment (due to the next class period in your lab report). EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS Weight on T-0 Weight on T 15 min Weight on T 30min Weight on T th
45 min Weight on T 60 min Bag 1 Bag 2 Bag 3 CALCULATIONS 1. The initial osmosis speed - weight of 15 minutes - weight 0 min / 15 minutes. 2. Given the formula for the initial osmosis rate, write the formula for the final osmosis rate below: You will calculate the final osmosis rate for bags 1, 2 and 3 as part of your laboratory report, which should be the next laboratory session.
THOUGHT QUESTION Why do some of the dialysis bags gain weight while other bags have lost weight? What made the difference in weight change rate among the three bags? Do you think there will be a difference in the initial and final osmosis rate for any of the bags? Or why not? Which molecule moved through the dialysis membrane to produce weight changes observed in
dialysis bags? Experiment 3: Dialysis The molecule's ability to dissipate through a semi-detached membrane depends on its size and The dialysis process uses the molecule's ability to dissipate through a semi-minded membrane to separate large and small molecules. In this experiment, you compare the ability of glucose and starch molecules to cross dialysis tubes, a semi-mind
membrane. The dialysis tubes we use allow molecules smaller than 14,000 daltons to pass. While you are doing this experiment keep in mind that glucose is a monomer (one sugar molecule) and a starch polymer, composed of several sugar molecules linked to each other. MATERIALS: 1 piece dialysis tube, soaking in a funnel glass of water 4 test tube test tube holder colored
tape and marking pen iodine solution and solution of Benedict starch (10%) glucose (5%) 1 rubber band solution. Link one end of the dialysis tube with rubber bands, as you did in Experiment 2 2. Using a funnel, fill a bag of 20 ml of starch/glucose solution. Make sure all the air is out of the bag, and tie the other end with the twine. 3. Dip the bag into a glass of tap water, and make
sure the bag stays below the surface of the water. 4. Let the bag sit in a glass of water for 15 minutes. 5. Label 4 test tubes: IN - starch OUT - starch B - glucose OUT - glucose 6. At the end of 15 minutes, cut one end from the dialysis bag and pour a few mls (no matter how much exactly) into the IN test tube. Pour a few mls glass of water into the OUT test tubes. 7. Add 10 drops
of iodine solution to the tubes labeled: B - starch and out - starch dark blue color indicates the presence of starch. Keep your results in the table below. 8. Add 10 drops of Benedict solution to the tubes labeled: B - glucose and out - glucose Put the test tubes containing Benedict solution in a boiling water bath (on the side bench) for 1-2 minutes. The blue color will change to
green, orange or yellow in the presence of glucose. Keep your results in the table below. THOUGHT THE QUESTION Based on what you know about the relative size of glucose and starch molecules, you should be able to predict which molecule (s) will dissipate from the bag and which molecules (s) will stay inside the sac. EXPERIMENT RESULTS Test tube The presence of
starch B - starch ---------------------------- OUT - starch ---------------------------- IN - glucose --------------------------- OUT - glucose --------------------------- - indicate the lack of a molecule with - and the presence of a molecule with I recuva pro full version free download. recuva pro full crack. recuva pro full 2020. recuva pro full version. recuva pro full apk. recuva pro full 2019. recuva pro full
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